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Abstract 

Tha disoharg« of water oeused by wave aotion en reefs and structures 
with impermeable uniformly sloping sides «as measured for various elevations of 
orest with respect to tha still-water level*  Tha experiment« were oompletad for 
side-slopes of 1|2 and lt3 and for smooth and rough surfaoas of the barrier. The 
wave steepness, H/L, and the relative depth, d/L, were used as parameters and di- 
mensionless plots were made for the discharge, (QT/H

2
), as a function of relative 

elevation, h/s, of the orest of the barrier* 

Introduction 
J 

The oreste of natural reefs generally are at or below the mean t'.de level. 
It has long been observed that waves breaking over a reef will "pump* water over 
the reef — this water then usually flows along the lee side cf the reef and re- 
turns to the open sea through a gap or inlet. In times of "high" wave aotion 
tha ourrents through suuh inlets may be relatively large and even snake naviga- 
tion of surface oraft quite hazardous. 

In the oase of man-made structures sueh as levees and dikes, the orests 
are looated well above the maximum expeoted high water. Extreme tides, wind 
tides, or flood conditions, however, may raise the water stage to suoh a level 
that wave aotion on the windward side might oause wave run-up to be excessive 
and pump an appreoiable quantity of water over the struoture and thereby create 
a flood condition in the area protected by the struoture. A disaster of this 
type occurred in Holland and Great Britain in February 1953 where the loss in 
property and human lives was enormous. Suoh structures must be designed to 
withstand not only the statio, dynamic and erosive forces, but the orest eleva- 
tions also must be sufficiently high to prevent overflow of water by wave aotion. 

There appears to be little data available to permit a prediction of wave 
run-up on shore protection structures under a wide variety of conditions; the 
available information indicates, however, that wave run-up might amount to twioe 
the wave height or sometimes even more (3ranthem, 1953). Considering high tide 
ranges for some areas, and considerable wind tides (Keulegan, 1951; and Corps 
of Engineers, 1951), it is possible that very high structures may be necessary 
for some localities in order to prevent overtopping.  Cuoh high structures 
usually are very expensive and a reduction of design height by only a foot might 
result in considerable savings in construction costs. 

a« in the case of wave run-up. there is little information available 
on the quantity of water that might be pumped over various types of structures 
by wave aotion.  The first experiments in this direction were completed b;- 

Presentsd at the Pacific Southwest Meeting, American Geophysical Union, 
29 and 30 January 1954. 
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Savllle and Cladwell (1953) for & rertloal faced seawall.  The result» probably 
will not apply for other types of structures. To fill this gap in our knowledge, 
the series of tests described below were performed in the Have Researoh Lab- 
oratory of the university of California.  The ~6sts were oonduoted on struotures 
with a uniformly sloping impermeable faoe. Two different side-slopes were in- 
vestigated (namely lt2 end 1$5) under a variety of wave conditions. The results 
are given as dimensionleBs plots of the variables involved* 

Laboratory Equipment and Prooedure 

The experiments were oonduoted in a glass-walled wave channel 1 foot 
wide by S feet deep by 60 feet long. Waves were generated by a flapper type 
generator mounted at one end of the channel.  Both the amplitude and the period 
of the flapper movement were adjustable.  The period oould be varied between 
approximately 0*4 seoonds and 2 aeoonds, and the maximum wav« height was about 
0.5 foot. The water depth during all experiments was 1.69 feet. 

The model was looated approximately 45 feet from the wave generator and 
was built in the form of a sheet-iron box as shown in Fig. 1.  The front end 
of the model, representing the structure, consisted of a sloping board.  The 
•lope of the board oould be varied by rotating it around point A (Figure 1), 
and the orest elevation of the structure oould be placed at various positions 
above or below the still-water level.  Speoial oare was taken to seal all the 
oraoks between the structure and the channel walls, so that water circulation 
oould not occur.  The roughness of the structure was varied by using different 
plates fastened on the surface of the sloping board. The smooth surfaoe was 
represented by a smooth aluminum sheet, while for a rough surface transverse 
wood strips were fastened to the aluminum sheet (see Figure 2). The relative 
roughness was found to be equal to 0.036 foot for the smooth surfaoe and 0.13 
foot for the rough surface (Johnson, 1944). 

Water whioh was pumped over the »tru&ture by wave action was oaugnt in 
a measuring tank, and the discharge was determined gravimetrically.  The tank 
was arranged so that the water passing over the structure could be diverted 
either into the measuring tank or into a waste area.  The arrangement was ne- 
eessary to permit the measurement of discharge for any chosen wave group or 
for a fixed length of time. The handle of the diversion flap was arranged so 
that a oontaot to an electrically operated clock was closed the moment the flap 
was opened to the measuring tank and the oontaot out again when the flap was 
olosed.  This arrangement enabled a very accurate time measurement.  The clook 
was graduated to give a least reading of l/lOO of a second.  The water in the 
waste tank was returned to the ohannel at the backside of the model by means 
of an auxiliary pump whioh operated continuously. This water oould return 
again to the main channel and thereby maintain the depth of water therein a 
constant. A wave absorber was placed between the struoture and the measuring 
tank so that -the flow over edge C (Fig. 1) would be more regular and not af- 
feoted by the turbulence of the breaking waves.  The absorber also was par- 
ticularly important for the case where the edge B of the struoture was below 
.i-i. _ -j-j 11 .4.«>. 1 ~_~1 

The wave heights and periods were measured about two to four wave 
lengths seaward of the struoture. Wave heights were measured by a double wire 
resistance element and a Brush raoorder. 

! 
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Prooaduio i Tlio struoture was given a desired elope, 9, and the edge, 3, 

•et to & oertain height, h, above (or below) still-water level.  The distance, 
h, was taken as positive when the orest of the structure was above the still- 
water level, and as negative when below the still-water level. The average value 
for h was obtained by measuring the elevation with a point gage at at least 
three looations across the channel* In order to permit equilibrium conditions 
to exist after starting the wave generator, the water pumped over the struc- 
ture by the first three or four waves was diverted to the waste area and then 
the measurement of water pumped was made of the following 3 to 10 waves ac- 
cording to the oapaoity of the measuring tank» Speoial care was taken to limit 
the measurement to the time before reflected waves fron the structure oould 
reach the generator and return to the structure, after the wave generator was 
stopped, the volume of the pumped water, the number of waves aoting on th*> 
structure and the duration of the measurement as obtained from the eleotrioally 
operated dock were recorded. The measurements were repeated five times for 
each condition»  In general there was very little difference in measurements 
between the runs made under the same conditions.  The wave heights and periods 
were obtained from Brush reoords, disregarding the first three or four waves 
and those «räch cccurrnd after reflection effects beosm« noticeable. By ex- 
amining the wave records it was relatively easy to recognize the point where 
the reflection from the structure started to ohange the wave characteristics» 
The wave' heights and periods as used represent the wave condition in the given 
depth of water as though no structure was present. A set of experiments 
usually was started with the orest of the struoture approximately one wave 
height below the still-water level, and the crest was raised for the following 
runs in increments of approximately 0.05 ft. until a height, h, was reached 
where no appreciable overtopping of the struoture ooourred. Usually 40 to 50 
single runs were ooapleted for each set of experiments. Before starting eaoh 
succeeding run the water surface was permitted to quiet completely. 

• The general test procedure was to select a given wave oondition (H and T 
held constant) and then measure the discharge of water pumped over the struo- 
fture for various elevations, h, of the orest.  Test* were conducted under 

the following wave conditions» 

1. For a oonstant wave steepness H/L of about 0.055, tests were made 
with d/L values of 0.339 and 0.539.  The discharge passing over 
the struoture was determined for several relative orest elevations, 
h/H. 

2. For a constant relative depth d/L of 0.236, tests were made with 
wave steepnesses E/L of 0.0108, and 0.0182, and 0.0293. Here again 
the discharge passing over the struoture was determined for several 
relative crest elevations, h/H. 

For eaoh of the above wave conditions tests were made with face slopes of 1«2 
and 1&3 and with both smooth and rough surfaces, A susmary of test conditions 
is zivsn in Table 1.  The experimental data froa the v&riou? runs *T« nl«yfct»»d 
in Figures 3 and 4» 
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Bxperigental Results 

L  consideration of the various terms shows that the following dimension- 
less groupings can be used to represent the relationship between the water passing 
over the structure and the other variab3.es r 

TQ/fc2 s f(h/Ej d/t| E/L; 8) 

where 
% » water passing over the structure by wave aotion in ofs 

per foot of structure (ftS/sec.) 
T " wave period in seconds 

I» • wave length in feet 
H • wave height in feet 
a • elevation of the structure in feet above (or below) 

the still-water level. 
6 s elope of the structure 

To demonstrate the relative effect of the variables, the test data are summarized 
in Figs. 3 and 4.   Figs. 3 a-b and * a-b show fcr slope 1»2 and Ii3 respectively« 

|g the rate of overtopping a« a function of crest height for two values of relative 
CU*t>lIj. «ui%l ~ üiistant A?-: «•«•pne*:«-  w»«, 3 o-e and 4 o=s show the rate of over- 
topping as a function of crest height for three wave steepnesses and a constant 
i*el«i.tive depths 

The effect of the relative orest elevation of the structure above or 
below the sti!"*-water level is demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 4.  Smooti curves 
have been drawn fcr all the various test conditions* In general the shape of 

^ all the ourves is very similar.  The mfcjcimum overtopping seems to oc-vur when 
the crest of tl» structure is slightly above the still-water level with an aver- 
age value of h/z  approximately 0.2.  From this point on, the amount of overtop- 
ping water decreases as the crest of the structure is placed further below the 
still-water level.  These results apply naturally only for the conditions where 
the still-water level is at the same elevations on both silt:- •-.? **"* s->">«».r»tures. 
which is the oase for most harbor protection structures, roofs, »to.  The con- 
ditions where there is no water on the lee side of the structure would be the 
case of flow over a weir combined with surface ««?9 action.  This condition has 
been treated previously by Gibson (1930). 

f 
Äs oan be seen in Figures 3 and 4, the roughness of the faoe of a 

structure bus a considerable effect an  the amount- of overtopping water. At the 
saxisaa rate of overtopping, •öxe rough surface results in an approximately 20 
percent less amount than for the smooth surfa**.  Fcr higher values of h/R 
this percentage is even higher.  In general,, the empirical curves indicate that 
the rate of overtopping on a structure with relatively rough sides may be 20 
percent lower than on -chat with smooth sides.  In the case where the edge of 
the struoture is below the still-water elevation, the roughness doos not in- 
fluence the results appreciably^  It «»ems ev«n that in this region the rough 
•urfac* r»*Tilts in hiriier overtopping for some cases.  Thie seams to be logical, 
for a -ftygh surface prevent« the baokfiow or israter nor» than r„ smooth suriast. 

- 
Relative depth of water; CL/L  i^ aa.se a factor which would InfiuAnae 

the rate of flow over a re^f or structure bv w*-*« action.  The steepness of 

I 
. 
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the waves approaching shallow water depends en the relative depth of the water. 
and so does the oritioal steepness given by the formulai 

(H/L)oriti?»3 =0.140 tanh 2*d/t 

A wave which is near the oritioal steepnoss for braakine; can be easily "tripped" 
and made to break by any outside disturbance.  Bie looation of the breaking 
point was found to be an important faotor in the overflow by wave overtopping. 
When the wave broke just over the edge of the structure, the discharge oaused by 
wave overtopping was relatively high. On the other hand, when breaking ooourred 
before the wave reached the structure, considerable energy was lost and the 
disoharge by overtopping was relatively small. 

Have steepnesst    To compare the results obtained under various wave 

steepnesses, but with a constant c/L,   the curves from Figures 5 o-e and 4 o-e 
were r«plotted in Figure 5. a comparison of the various ourves shows that the 
maximum rate of overtopping generally was greatest for the waves of small steepness. 
This is more evide.it In Figure 6 where the maximum values of QT/Er as obtained 
from the ourves in Figure 5 are plotted as a function of wave steepness. H/L. 
These ourves indicate an increasing value for the maximum value of üT/Br  as 
the wave steepness decreases. There appears to be a oertain wave steepness whioh 
results in a maximum value of (ftT/fe \mx,»  however, considerably moro data are 
necessary to draw more definite ooncl«i«ions.  Figure 6 indioates also a higher 
discharge of water for a structure with a side slope of 1*5 than for one with 
a slope of li2, 

gave run-up»  To supplement the previous work on wave run-up by 
Granthem (1553J, data have been obtained from Figures 3 and 4. Wave run-up in 
this instance was equal to the elevation of the orest of the structure when the 
latter was just high enough to prevent overtopping«  Thus, for the data shown 
in Figures 3 and 4 the wave -run-up was oomputod from the relative crest eleva- 
tion, h/H, at the point where the curve showed a zero discharge by overtopping. 
The computed values are plotted li Figure 7 as a function of wave steepnoss, 
H/L. for slopes 1*2 and 1*3 and for smooth and rough surfaces of the structure. 
Figure 7 indicates that there is a critics.1 wave steepness rrhich result« in 
the highest rnn-up of the waves*  The wave steepness determines the breaking 
point, and when breaking ooours just at the edge of the structure the run-up 
is a maximum. %sn the breaking point moves seaward, the run-up deoreases. 

•When the waves do not break on the structure, the run-up decreases again with 
a decreasing «T« steepüsss, and it is expected that it would reach thw half 
wave height for very long waves (such &3 the tide).  Thia is confirmed also by 
the faet that the ourves in Figure 7 indicate a trend toward the value h/H =0.5 
for zero steepness. Figure 7 indicates also that there is a different critical 
steepness for different structures. For the slope 1*2,this critical H/L ralue 
is higher than for a 1*5 slope for the given wave condition. 

... 

DOI 

As  shorn in Figure 7',   the rou^ir.söa oc the «trueture also has an im- 
bant bearing on. the T»av* run-up.     thus run-up is about; 30 percent higher for 

•..„^»__ * -.»w,»— — A    tart 4> It    m.    «miali     ~:i-r-ft 

1 

Mithin the limits of the experiments on uniformly sloping impermeable 
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structures,  it ia oonoluded that* 

1. For a  given relative height of a structure and a given relative 
depth,  the overtopping of water caused by wav» action is largest 
for the structure with a smooth faje. 

2. The maximum rate of overtopping occurs when the structure is ap- 
proximately l/5 of the wave height above the still-water level, 
provided 'hat the still-water  level is at the same elevation on 
both aides of the structure«,    For a given relative depth and surface 
roughness, the maximum rate of overtopping deoreases as the wave 
steepness increases. 
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